
IS LADY MACBETH THE VILLAIN OF THE PLAY ESSAY

In William Shakespeareâ€™s Macbeth, Lady Macbeth is the true villain of the play as she is evil, ambitious and
eventually insane. Lady Macbeth masterminded the idea to kill King Duncan and planted the vision into Macbeths mind,
she convinced Macbeth to commit such a crime, and her.

Macbeth is the main character in the play, and although he begins the story a loyal subject and brave hero, the
power bestowed on him poisens and corrupts him until he eventually turns evil and seeks more, to his
downfall. His courageous escapades had also succeeded in winning over King Duncan of Scotland during a
battle in which he defeated King Sweno of Norway. These are all the grounds and things that caused the tragic
events in the narrative of Macbeth. After persuading him, Macbeth finally commits the murder. Lady Macbeth
Is the Real All of the acts she committed in the play were nothing else but for her selfish wants to gain power
of the country and become queen. Macbeth is most responsible for the evil done in the drama owing to the fact
that his violent death of Duncan provokes the other slayings and immorality in the drama. Pure Evil can be
defined as having only 'inhumane' qualities or constantly being morally depraved. As of now where we are at
in the play, it seems as if Macbeth is a character who does reckless things but intends to do the right thing
Macbeth and Banquo met with the three witches at the end off the battle, and one of them said something to
Macbeth that may have changed him for good Macbeth l Macbeth eventually commits the slaying. In the play
Macbeth, a man is driven to murder his king and his companions after receiving a fairly ambiguous prophecy
told by three witches. Do you agree. The key elements which make Lady Macbeth a villainous human being is
her inhumane conscience and lack of compassion for her victims, her deceptiveness and her manipulation.
Macbeth, is one of his most famous tragedies he wrote between  Not only has Macbeth become a stranger to
himself, he is also a stranger to his wife, who now has no ally and is isolated in her guilt. Macbeth was not
only a victim of his own actions, but also of the human condition and the extremely powerful forces of both
his wife and fate. Lady Macbeth is no more than an incarnation of evil. Author: Cari Minns. All of the
villainous decisions throughout the play were made by her, including the murder of King Duncan, though
Macbeth was the one who physically killed him. Macbeth cannot be discussed as either purely heroic or
villainous; the complexity of his character is illustrated by his violent inner conflict which arises from the
opposing traits he possesses and is fuelled by Her obsession with cleaning the phantom blood off her hands
signals that she has been just as tainted as Macbeth by his murders, even though she did not commit them
herself, nor has she benefitted from them. Text of Macbeth III. In her madness on her quest, Lady Macbeth is
willing to Related Documents Essay The Portrayal Of Lady Macbeth Macbeth, an engrossing tragedy with
themes of ambition, violence, power and fate, is a controversial Shakespearean play that can be interpreted in
many different ways. Although Lady Macbeth is a part of the murders that occur in Macbeth, she is not
responsible for the evil done in the play. Lady Macbeth successfully persuades him to kill Duncan by
questioning his masculinity. However, one single prophesy told by the witches was able to change his mind
and character.


